Physical Status (ASA-PS) V patient is difficult as this group of patients expected to have high mortality rate. Another risk scoring system in this ASA-PS V subset of patients can aid to ease this decision.
INTRODUCTION
T ogether with the increasing elderly population in developed countries, more surgical interventional procedures are performed on patients who have more comorbid diseases, thus resulting with an increase in morbidity and mortality. The American Society of Anesthesiology Physical Status (ASA-PS) evaluation scale is the most widely used risk classification system in the preoperative evaluation of patients and it ensures the unity of data. 1 The ASA-PS scale was revised, simplified, and used to evaluate perioperative mortality. 2, 3 Many studies have revealed the correlation between ASA-PS and perioperative mortality. 4, 5 ASA classification investigates the physical status of patients in 6 groups, with patients evaluated as ASA-PS V forming a patient group with expected mortality whether surgery occurs or not. 3 Patients within ASA-PS V group undergoing surgery are expected to have high mortality rates. Especially in ASA-PS V group patients, making the decision for major surgery involves problems for the surgeon. In these patients, surgery is completed for treatment and largely for palliative aims to lengthen life. 2 Although ASA-PS classification is simple and easy, interpretative differences by users in evaluating the patients' physical status may cause subjectivity. As a result, in addition to ASA-PS classification, the search for risk scoring systems to strengthen operative mortality estimation continues. 2 Our study is based on the idea that using an additional independent risk scoring system for ASA-PS V group patients also correlates with short term mortality. As a result, we researched 6 intensive care and surgical risk evaluation systems for ASA-PS V group patients to determine which was superior in predicting mortality. Thus, we aimed to find an appropriate risk scoring system supporting the evaluation of ASA-PS V classified patients. laboratory results, hospital stay after operation, and form of discharge.
Patients who were administered cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) immediately before the operation, those who had CPR on the operation table, and pregnant cases were excluded from the study.
Using the same electronic database and hospital files, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) score, 6 Simplified Acute Physiology Score II (SAPS II), 7 Porthsmouth Physiological and Operative Severity Score for enumeration of mortality and morbidity (P-POSSUM) 8 Surgical Apgar Score (SAS), 9 Goldman multifactorial risk index for noncardiac surgeries (GCRI), 10 and Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) 11 values of these patients were determined from the preoperative 24-hour data and intraoperative records according to their definitions.
Statistical Analysis
All analyses were completed using SPSS 15 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) program. Descriptive variables are given as frequency and percentage, whereas continuous variables are given as mean, standard deviation, median and minimum-maximum values. Continuous variables of exitus and surviving patient groups were compared with the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test, whereas the correlation with form of discharge and other descriptive statistics was investigated with the x 2 test. The investigated risk scores were evaluated for mortality estimation strength with ROC analysis. The statistically significant risk scores for area under the curve in ROC analysis and cutoff values were determined with Youden Index method. The study was completed with 95% confidence interval. Statistical significance was accepted as P < 0.05.
RESULTS
Data of 101 ASA-PS V patients operated in between 2011 and 2013 were retrospectively evaluated. Data from 2 of these patients were not complete, 3 were pregnant undergoing emergency cesarean section, and 7 patients were undertaken to the operation room with CPR and they were all excluded from the study. The remaining 89 patients included in the study were 54 males (60.7%) and 35 females (39.3%). Mean age of males and females was 64.4 AE 18.41 and 65.4 AE 18.91 years, respectively without a statistical significance (Table 1) (P > 0.05). Patients' 24-hour survey and observed mortality, diagnoses, and types of operation are presented in Table 2 .
When the mean distribution of hospital stay and APACHE II, P POSSUM, CCI, GCRI, and SAPS II scores are investigated in terms of form of discharge, the hospital stay of exitus patients was found to be statistically significantly low compared with the hospital stay of surviving patients (P < 0.05).The APACHE IIand SAPS II-predicted mortality values of exitus patients were found to be statistically significantly high compared with these values in surviving patients (P < 0.05). In terms of other variables, there was no statistically significant difference (P > 0.05). Data are shown in Table 3 .
According to the area under the curve in ROC analysis, predicted mortality rates of APACHE II and SAPS II mortality results were found to be statistically significant for estimation of mortality (P < 0.05). P POSSUM, GCRI, CCI, and SAS mortality results were not found to be statistically significant for estimation of mortality (P > 0.05) (Table 4, Figure 1 ).
The cut-off for SAPS II score was determined as 41. At this value, the sensitivity was 77.3%, specificity was 71.4%, and accuracy was 76.4%. Of 27 cases with SAPS II score <41, 17 (63%) had exitus and 10 (37%) survived, whereas of 62 cases with SAPS II score >41, 58 (93.5%) had exitus and 4 (6.5%) survived (P ¼ 0.001). The cut-off for APACHE II score was determined as 85.8. The sensitivity was 45.3%, specificity was 100% and accuracy was 53.9% at this value. Of 55 cases with APACHE II score <85.8, 41 (74.5%) had exitus and 14 (25.5%) survived, whereas of the 34 cases with SAPS II score >85.8, 34 (100%) had exitus (P ¼ 0.001). Data are shown in Table 5 .
DISCUSSION
This research evaluated ASA-PS V, high-risk patients in terms of anesthesia, to compare the mortality estimation of risk evaluation systems and observed the SAPS II and APACHE II mortality estimations calculated in the preoperative period were superior to the other scoring systems. When SAPS II and APACHE II are compared with each other, using logistic regression analysis, the cutoff value of 41 for SAPS II was found to be superior to determine the mortality risk of patients compared with APACHE II. APACHE II and SAPS II are the most commonly used risk evaluation systems to determine patient mortality especially for intensive care patients. Both risk evaluation systems give points for hematological values, heart and respiratory measurements, kidney functions, Glasgow coma scale, and accompanying chronic diseases to determine a score and estimate short-term mortality. However, as these scores require values from within the first 24 hours, there may be problems in their application to emergency cases. 12 There are many studies showing SAPS II and APACHE II can be used for risk estimation for general and emergency surgery cases. [13] [14] [15] SAPS II and APACHE II can be affected by treatment during intensive care monitoring, and as a result worst physiological values of patients in the first 24 hours are more valuable for mortality estimation. It was found that SAPS II and APACHE II mortality estimation in intensive care patients may change on different days of treatment. The reason for this is that parameters are affected by the treatment process, may recover with electrolyte treatment, and hypotension may be masked by vasopressor medication. 12 In a study comparing the mortality rates of 1851 intensive care patients, SAPS III and SAPS II were found to be superior to APACHE II in terms of mortality discrimination. 16 In an another cohort study comparing intensive care scoring systems in a big database, it was found that APACHE III and SAPS II were superior to APACHE II in terms of distinguishing mortality, which coincides with our research. 17 Haq et al 18 in their research on patients older than 90 years who were monitored in intensive care after operations between 2000 and 2010, found the mortality estimations of SAPS III, SAPS II, and APACHE II values. The expected mortality rates according to SAPS II were 57.4 AE 20.0 (55.2% AE 29.7%) for deceased patients and 41.7 AE 14.9 (30.5% AE 23.7%) for surviving patients, similar to the mortality rates in our deceased patients. Additionally, this study found 77% specificity and 65% sensitivity for a cut-off of 44 for SAPS II, very close to our cutoff value of 41.
Since SAPS and APACHE scores did not evaluate data from intraoperative period, another mortality estimation system for surgical cases, POSSUM, has been proposed. POSSUM scoring system evaluates data from 12 physiological parameters and 6 surgical risk parameters to provide morbidity and mortality rates. 19 Using the same parameters with linear analysis method, Porthsmouth POSSUM (P-POSSUM) scoring system was developed for mortality estimation. 19 In a study comparing POSSUM with P POSSUM for 145 elective or emergency craniotomy patients, P POSSUM was found to be superior for mortality estimation. 20 Although P POSSUM was shown to be superior to POSSUM for risk stratification, our analysis demonstrated that APACHE II and SAPS II were superior in ASA PS V subgroup of patients. However, this superiority should be interpreted with a notice to the possibility of positive effects from ongoing therapies within the first 24 hours of patients while data for APACHE and SAPS II came up.
Horwood et al 13 in research on a limited number and different surgical groups with ASA-PS V found that P POSSUM and APACHE II were superior for mortality estimation compared with ASA. Results of present study are in agreement with Horwood et al's 13 study in that APACHE II score is discriminative to guess mortality, but in contrary findings are found about P POSSUM. There are certain differences between 2 studies: previous study included only 23 patients, 21 of those patients were classified as ASA-PS V by the same anesthesist; all of the patients were candidates of intra-abdominal surgery and data for POSSUM and APACHE II scores were derived from intraoperative values. In contrast, present study includes almost 4-fold more patients, ASA-PS V classifications were made by different senior anesthesists, and patients underwent different types of surgery. One limitation of P POSSUM score is that it needs data from intraoperative values; thus, it cannot serve as a preoperative predictive tool to estimate mortality, although APACHE II and SAPS II can serve for it. Then, APACHE II, and SAPS II scores can be expected to help clinicians on their decisions for operation, whereas P POSSUM cannot.
In accordance with our findings, in a prospective research of 224 patients with colorectal malignancy, it was found that SAPS II mortality estimation was superior to P POSSUM, POSSUM, and APACHE II. 21 SAPS II also provided better mortality estimation rates in 48 patients with gas in the portal hepatic vein when compared with SAPS II-, APACHE II-, and sepsis-related organ failure assessment scores. 22 In a prospective study on 202 intensive care patients, it was found that APACHE II provided better differentiation of shortterm hospital mortality compared with APACHE III and SAPS II. 23 Again another study by O'Dair et al 24 on 92 patients operated for acute abdomen found POSSUM, APACHE II, and III were superior to SAPS II, different to our research. The different results of APACHE II and SAPS II in this study may be because of not using ASA-PS classification of patients, with different comorbid diseases and lack of standardization of scores calculated in treatment stages. Additionally, both scoring systems do not evaluate perioperative parameters as POSSUM does, which may help to assess different results in the postoperative period. 12 GCRI provides percentages for cardiac complications that may be observed during noncardiac surgery and CCI gives yearly mortality percentages based on patient's internal diseases. 25 Studies comparing these risk scoring systems to ASA-PS have shown that ASA-PS classification is superior and concluded both should be evaluated together. 10, 26 These scoring indexes gave inferior estimations of mortality in this ASA-PS V subset of patients in the present study similar to earlier studies indicating the same result with all classes of ASA scoring system. 10, 26 Apart from POSSUM, other risk scoring systems do not evaluate intraoperative factors, but the SAS is a simple scoring system developed to estimate morbidity and mortality after surgery using values from the intraoperative period. Intraoperative heart rate, mean arterial pressure, and estimated blood loss are accepted as important markers of the size of surgery and the patient's reflex response to surgery. SAS varies from 0 to 10 and as the score reduces the mortality rates increase. 27, 28 Retrospective research by Julia et al 29 on 8501 patients showed that high SAS values in patients undergoing high-risk abdominal surgery were related to postoperative intensive care requirements. However, SAS gave the lowest possibility to accurately estimate the mortality in ASA-PS V subset of patients in the present study.
In our research, all risk classification systems were evaluated together for ASA-PS V patients. Although ASA-PS classification can be criticized as being somehow subjective, recognition of a critically ill patient is not difficult for anesthesists. The exclusion criteria of this study also eliminated patients who were just reanimated, in the hope that patients with very low chance of survival could be eliminated leaving a more uniform risk group. Estimated risks in different surgical groups may not coincide with estimated mortality risk in ASA-PS Vclassified patients. For example, predetermined risk expectation already exists for neurosurgery, intra-abdominal surgery candidates. 19, 20 However, the main objective of this study was to find an another risk assumption tool, which would help to validate the estimated risk in all ASA-PS V-classified patients.
There is no single risk classification method for use in the preoperative period to evaluate patient mortality and to aid in surgical decisions for high-risk patients. SAPS II score gives the best match for ASA-PS V-classified patients for estimation of peroperative mortality and when both scales are used together, they will estimate the correct outcome with a 76% accuracy for these patients. The results of this study support addition of SAPS II score for the preoperative evaluation of ASA-PS Vclassified patients.
There are certain limitations of the present study. First, this study includes data from a single tertiary care hospital, which could affect patient profile, local availability of facilities for patient care, thus the final outcome. Second, classification of a patient to an ASA-PS V subclass has been performed by different anesthesists of varying seniority, which may produce bias. A multicenter prospective study can overcome these issues.
In conclusion, ASA-PS-V classified patient with a high SAPS II and APACHE II risk score, 41 and 86, respectively, is a poor candidate of survival. SAPS II can be suggested as an additional risk stratification score for predicting mortality in these high-risk patients. However, final decision of operation must be made on clinical basis for each case, as sensitivity rates of risk stratification scores are low.
